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Dr. Glenn: Hey, it's the very good Dr. Glenn Livingston with Never Binge Again 
and I am here with Sergeant Yoav Ezer, my good friend and CEO of 
the company.  How are you, buddy? 

Yoav: I'm fine, Glenn.  I'm fine. 

Dr. Glenn: You're fine? 

Yoav: No, I'm great.  I'm sorry.  I'm great.  I'm actually great. 

Dr. Glenn: Whenever I ask my niece how she's doing, she says, "I'm great" ever 
since she's two years old.  So you had a couple of ideas for some 
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insightful conversations today and I thought we'd take them one at a 
time.  What's on your mind? 

Yoav: The first thing is something that came up on one of the calls with a 
client we had and I thought it was really interesting and worth talking 
about.  It's not a long subject but it's a problem that some people have 
and it's worth talking about, and that's watching TV or being on your 
phone and scrolling through whatever, Facebook, Instagram, while 
eating. 

 There are a few aspects to it that I'd like to talk about.  The first thing 
and I think the most important one is that if you're having trouble 
controlling your eating while you're watching TV or while you're on your 
phone, there's a simple solution to that.  The solution is just don't watch 
TV while you're eating. 

Dr. Glenn: Right.  It's like that old joke.  When you go to the doctor and you say, "It 
hurts when I do this," the doctor says, "Well, don't do that." 

Yoav: "Well, don’t do that," so don't do that.  Just to explain it, when you're 
watching TV, your focus is on the TV, so you're not focused.  If you 
have a tendency to keep eating or to take seconds or to go for more 
then you need to be focused in order not to do it.  If you're watching 
TV, you're distracted.  If you stop watching TV, you will be in a much 
better mind space, you have a lot more attention, and you can actually 
stop when you want to stop.  That's the first thing.  Simple. 

 Another side effect of not watching TV while eating is that when you do 
watch TV or when you're on your phone and you're eating, what 
happens is that your mind bundles those two activities together.  The 
saying you're always using, "What fires together wires together," your 
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mind says watching TV and eating go together.  I think a lot of you 
listening will recognize this behavior.  Not only will you be watching TV 
while eating, but when you watch TV, you'll get the craving to eat 
because you're used to doing those two things together.  So if you want 
to stop getting cravings while you're watching TV then stop watching 
TV while you're eating.  Take those two activities apart. 

Dr. Glenn: Yes. 

Yoav: The third thing, which is really nice, is that the reason people watch TV 
while eating is those are both pleasurable activities.  When you do both 
of them together, you get a combined sensation of pleasure, so it's 
more pleasurable to watch TV while eating.  That's nice, but on the 
other hand, it creates this peak pleasure experience.  We'll talk more in 
the next conversation about dopamine and how your brain perceives 
reward.  When you combine pleasurable activities, you set this new bar 
of what pleasure is.  So when you do those two things together then 
everything else, every activity that you do other than that is measured 
in relationship to that activity. 

 Now, you have to have very engaging activities to actually enjoy them, 
to be able to compare to watching TV and eating together.  But if you 
split those two then your average will come down.  And then not only 
will other activities be more enjoyable, watching TV by itself and eating 
by itself will be more enjoyable.  So you don't get one huge peak of 
satisfaction.  You get two, not as big but bigger peaks of satisfaction. 

Dr. Glenn: I want to make sure that I understand this correctly because you've 
been doing more neurological study lately.  What you're saying is let's 
say when I watch TV and eat together that maybe I'm getting five 
points of satisfaction from TV and five points of satisfaction from eating, 
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so I'm getting about 10 points of satisfaction.  Two things happen.  One 
is that now my brain compares every other satisfying thing in life to that 
10-point average whereas if I split the activities, I might get seven 
points of satisfaction from TV and seven points of satisfaction from 
eating.  But now, going bowling or watching a dance show or 
something -- I guess that's watching TV -- or going to the theater, those 
are now compared against the sevens as opposed to the 10s, and so 
there's more dopamine released when I'm going through the theater. 

Yoav: Let me try to explain it in a different way.  Think of satisfaction as a 
scale from not satisfying at all, activities that are zero in the satisfaction 
scale, to the maximum amount of satisfaction.  You perceive 
satisfaction, and this is a generalization.  This is not the actual way 
things happen but it's close enough.  You determine the scale by your 
most satisfying behavior.  It could be zero to 10.  It could be zero to 50.  
It could be zero to five.   

 Let's say you're smoking crack and that is extremely satisfying for a 
very short period of time, extremely destructive but extremely 
satisfying.  Now, your scale is zero to 50.  The 50 is the top, smoking 
crack.  And then every other activity, eating, watching TV, hugging your 
spouse, spending time with your kids, they pale in comparison.  They're 
not even perceptible.  They don't show up on the scale.  It's two, three, 
four, five.  That's why drug addicts go back to drugs because they need 
to bring the experience close to the level of the top. 

Dr. Glenn: Got it.  So your pleasure system downregulates in response to the 
supersized stimulus. 

Yoav: Exactly.  Watching TV and eating together are nowhere close to doing 
drugs and they're not as harmful, but they do set a higher scale.  Now, 
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if it's 10 then eating is five and watching TV is five.  Do them together, 
your scale is zero to 10. 

Dr. Glenn: Got it. 

Yoav: Now, when you have your kids, it's a two or a three.  It's not 
comparable if you split the activities and now your peak is at the five.  
Now, everything else is a lot more enjoyable, relative. 

Dr. Glenn: I got you.  You're saying this is not only true for food but it's true for 
every satisfying activity, so if I watch TV and eat at the same time then 
I'm going to enjoy sex less. 

Yoav: Yes. 

Dr. Glenn: Interesting. 

Yoav: In comparison.  That's why when we binge -- binging creates a very 
high sense of satisfaction for a short while.  When we binge a lot, the 
part of the reason is that our scale becomes so big that all the other 
activity seems to pale. 

Dr. Glenn: Then you get what psychology calls an induced anhedonia.  Anhedonia 
means the inability to experience pleasure, so people start to feel like 
they need to supersize stimulus just to feel normal.  There's a kind of 
depression that sets in because nothing is pleasurable in life. 

Yoav: Right. 

Dr. Glenn: But it's physiological and there's a physiological cure, which is to stop 
the overstimulation.  Interesting. 
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Yoav: That actually covers the second subject.  We wanted to talk about how 
binging is robbing you of happiness.  Well, that's exactly the way 
binging is robbing you of happiness. 

Dr. Glenn: You're saying that binging burns out your pleasure receptors, and so 
you're unable to experience happiness on the level that it's meant to be 
experienced. 

Yoav: Before we talk more about that, I just want to mention that all the 
concepts we're talking about, I learned from a podcast called 
Huberman Lab.  It's from a professor of neuroscience from Stanford.  
He runs the neuroscience lab at Stanford.  He's got an amazing 
podcast.  If you want a very, very, very long and detailed explanation 
about dopamine in the brain and all different parts of the brain that 
work together to create rewards, that is your place.  Search for 
Huberman Lab Podcast.  It's a really good resource. 

 Let's go back to what binging does.  Binging actually does two things 
that really rob you of happiness and lead you to anhedonia state.  The 
way we sense reward or the way we sense a pleasure is when our 
brain reacts to something we do and secretes this neurotransmitter 
called dopamine. 

 Dopamine is this wondrous molecule that does two things.  It makes us 
feel motivated, want to seek out new experiences and engage with the 
world, and it makes us feel happy and satisfied and golden.  That's the 
reward.  A lot of that mechanism of seeking out things and exploring 
the world and getting a sensing reward has to do with food.  A hundred 
thousand years ago when we were foraging for food, that mechanism 
developed so that we seek out food and then we get rewarded with 
food.  Eating the food would be a reward. 
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 That molecule happens every time we eat or every time we anticipate 
eating.  Binging, especially binging on sugary contents, creates a big 
dopamine release in our brain, and that does two things.  If we do that 
repeatedly, the first thing it does is it depletes our dopamine stores.  
There's a limited amount of dopamine we can store.  And once it's 
released, it takes time for the brain to replenish the store.  If we binge, 
a lot of the dopamine gets released at once and then we're low on 
dopamine.  I'll talk about what happens when we're low on dopamine. 

 The second thing that happens is that when we do this repeatedly, 
when we binge repeatedly, we release a lot of dopamine over and over 
and over again into our system, and our dopamine receptors 
downregulate.  The receptors in our brain that are attached to the 
molecule and sense the reward, sense the pleasure from eating, they 
downregulate.  That is why the first bite when we binge is amazing.  
The second one is great.  The third is good.  The hundredth bite, it 
almost has no effect because the dopamine receptors shut down.  
Does that make sense? 

Dr. Glenn: Yes.  That's why they say hunger is the best sauce.  When you haven't 
been blowing out your dopamine receptors then you get a much more 
pleasurable experience from that first bite. 

Yoav: It's a double-edged sword.  Binging depletes our dopamine, and the 
second thing it does, it closes up the dopamine receptors.  When we 
do that repeatedly, what happens to our brain is that it becomes empty.  
There's no dopamine.  That is the equivalent of depression.  So people 
who binge a lot repeatedly day after day, they feel depressed, 

Dr. Glenn: It created a chemical neurological depression. 
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Yoav: Exactly, and not only that.  If you remember, I talked about the bar.  
They set the bars of pleasure to such a high point like binging crowds 
out everything else because hugging your kids, spending time with 
your spouse, driving and watching the view, seeing a flower, all of 
those experiences, they create those little bursts of dopamine.  But 
when we're binging, there's no dopamine to be released because we've 
expelled it all with the binging.  Whatever there is doesn't affect the 
receptors because they've downregulated. 

 All of our experiences are like under a blanket.  They don't get us to 
nearly the same point of happiness as they would if we weren't binging.  
Now that is why when clients go through the intensive and they stop 
binging for about 14 to 30 days, they get high on life because suddenly, 
their dopamine stores are replenished.  Dopamine receptors 
upregulate.  They open up.  They're ready to receive dopamine and 
then every single thing fills them with happiness.  We get this over and 
over again.  We get clients like, "I can't believe it.  It's amazing.  I'm 
enjoying it."  That's why. 

Dr. Glenn: It's just your body doing what your body's supposed to do, but it's been 
so distorted for so many years that they're just not experiencing the 
pleasure from life that they're supposed to experience. 

Yoav: Exactly. 

Dr. Glenn: This is really important that you're highlighting this.  People are so 
prone to thinking, "Oh, it's just one more binge.  I'll start tomorrow.  This 
is just how life is.  No big deal.  It's only going to be a half a pound" or 
whatever.  No, it's not a half a pound.  It's half your life. 
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Yoav: It's your happiness.  You're robbing your brain of the ability to create 
happiness. 

Dr. Glenn: That's really profound. 

Yoav: One more thing.  You're also robbing your brain of the ability to create 
motivation.  So because dopamine is both happiness and motivation, 
when you're binging, you're robbing yourself of motivation.  You're 
feeling tired.  You're not motivated.  All that stems from the binging. 

Dr. Glenn: This is a fantastic insight, buddy.  I really appreciate it. 

 Thanks for your time and attention.  If you'd like to find out more about 
how to fix your food problem fast using our new coaching format that 
includes daily email accountability, a 45-day mastery challenge and live 
support groups four times per week, all completely optional, of course, 
you don't have to come four times a week, they're just there if you need 
it, please visit FixYourFoodProblem.com.  That's 
FixYourFoodProblem.com.  If you'd like to walk yourself through the 
coaching process and do it yourself, please visit 
NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  
For live coaching, daily email accountability, four times a week group 
support and a 45-day mastery challenge, please visit 
FixYourFoodProblem.com, or to do it yourself, please visit 
NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  
Thanks. 
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